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Anexo 3. Listado palabras Categoría 1 Non Bilingual Schools: 3rd 
and 4th graders (group 2) 
 
Words 
	
1. across	
2. angry	
3. animal	shelter	
4. anniversary	
5. ash	
6. assignment	
7. astronaut	
8. aunt	
9. Australia	
10. automatically	
11. backache	
12. bathing	suit	
13. bear	
14. began	
15. better	
16. blacksmith	
17. blink	
18. blushing	
19. bounce	
20. brag	
21. brave	
22. burrow	
23. buy	
24. capsule	
25. card	
26. careful	
27. cellular	
28. chain	
29. cheese	
30. children	
31. church	
32. clutch	
33. corner	
34. cry	
35. cunning	
36. cupboard	
37. curly	
38. dessert	

39. dialogue	
40. dining	room	
41. ears	
42. eclipse	
43. eighth	
44. eleventh	
45. erupt	
46. esteem	
47. every	
48. except	
49. exclaim	
50. float	
51. Florence	
52. foggy	
53. following	
54. fossils	
55. free	time	
56. growl	
57. hatch	
58. headache	
59. hill	
60. hint	
61. horseback	
62. hounds	
63. Houston	
64. iced	tea	
65. imagine	
66. information	
67. inhale	
68. inside	
69. invite	
70. involuntary	
71. jet	
72. kangaroo	
73. knit	
74. lion	
75. lonely	
76. looked	

77. lowercase	
78. mayonnaise	
79. menu	
80. money	
81. month	
82. mucus	
83. necessary	
84. next	
85. nineteen	
86. notice	
87. nurse	
88. oatmeal	
89. obligation	
90. occasion	
91. often	
92. outback	
93. palace	
94. parrots	
95. participate	
96. peek	
97. perserverance	
98. ping	pong	

ping-pong	
99. popcorn	
100. post	
101. practicing	
102. predict	
103. prepare	
104. pronunciation	
105. pumpkin	
106. quickly	
107. raincoat	
108. recipe	
109. registration	form	
110. rumor	
111. runner	
112. salad	
113. scarf	

114. seashore	
115. season	
116. shopping	
117. slices	
118. slowly	
119. somersault	
120. spread	
121. startle	
122. stomachache	
123. store	
124. story	
125. stubborn	
126. subway	
127. supermarket	
128. surface	
129. surrounding	
130. sweater	
131. tallest	
132. tea	
133. ten	
134. terrible	
135. tickle	
136. towel	
137. train	
138. triumph	
139. tuna	
140. uncle	
141. unpleasant	
142. upstairs	
143. useful	
144. usually	
145. vegetable	
146. weekly	
147. whiskers	
148. white	
149. without	
150. yes	
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Definitions 
	
1. across.	Preposition:	from	one	side	to	the	other	of.	
2. angry.	Adjective:	feeling	or	showing	anger	
3. animal	 shelter.	 Noun:	 a	 place	 that	 provides	

temporary	shelter	for	stray	animals	
4. anniversary.	 Noun.:	 the	 date	 on	 which	 an	 event	

took	place	in	a	previous	year.	
5. ash.	 Noun:	 pieces	 of	 the	 gray	 or	 black	 powdery	

matter	that	remains	after	burning	
6. assignment.	Noun:	 a	 task	or	piece	of	work	given	

to	some	to	finish	in	a	timely	manner.		
7. astronaut.	 Noun:	 a	 person	 who	 studies	 outer	

space.	
8. aunt.	Noun:	the	sister	of	one's	mother	or	father	
9. Australia.	 Noun:	 a	 country	 and	 the	 smallest	

continent,	situated	between	the	Indian	Ocean	and	
the	Pacific	

10. automatically.	 Adverb:	 by	 itself	 with	 little	 or	 no	
direct	human	control.	

11. backache.	Noun:	a	pain	in	the	back. 
12. bathing	suit.	Noun:	a	garment	worn	for	swimming	
13. bear.	 Noun:	 a	 large,	 stocky	 mammal	 with	 thick,	

rough	fur	and	a	very	short	tail.	
14. began.	 Verb	 in	 past:	 to	 do	 the	 first	 part	 of	 an	

action,	to	start	doing	something.		
15. better.	Adjective:	higher	in	quality	
16. blacksmith:	 Noun.	 a	 person	 who	 makes	 and	

repairs	things	in	iron	by	hand.	
17. blink.	Verb:	to	shut	and	open	eyes	quickly.	
18. blushing.	 Verb:	 the	 act	 to	 show	 shyness,	

embarrassment	or	shame	by	becoming	red	in	the	
face.	

19. bounce.	 Verb:	 to	 cause	 (a	 ball,	 rock,	 etc.)	 to	 hit	
against	a	surface	and	quickly	move	in	a	different	
and	usually	opposite	direction	

20. brag.	Verb:	say	something	in	a	boastful	manner.	
21. brave.	 Adjective:	 ready	 to	 face	 pain	 or	 danger;	

showing	courage	
22. burrow.	Verb:	to	dig	or	make	a	hole	or	tunnel.	
23. buy.	Verb:	to	get	in	return	for	paying	money	
24. capsule.	Noun:	a	small	case	or	container.	
25. card.	Noun:	a	small,	thick	piece	of	paper	used	for	

sending	a	message	to	another	person.	
26. careful.	Adjective:	using	care	
27. cellular.	Adj.:	of	or	pertaining	to	cellular	phones	
28. chain.	 Noun:	 a	 series	 of	 usually	 metal	 links	 or	

rings	 that	 are	 connected	 to	 each	 other	 in	 a	 line	
and	used	for	supporting	heavy	things,	for	holding	
things	together,	for	decoration,	etc.	

29. cheese.	Noun:	a	solid	food	made	from	milk	

30. children.	Plural	noun:	a	young	person	
31. church.	 Noun:	 a	 building	 for	 public	 Christian	

worship.	
32. clutch.	Verb:	to	grasp.	
33. corner.	Noun:	 the	 place	where	 two	paths,	 roads,	

or	streets	meet	
34. cry.	Verb:	to	have	tears	fall	from	your	eyes	as	the	

result	of	pain,	sadness,	or	another	strong	feeling	
35. cunning.	 Adjective:	 having	 or	 showing	 skill	 in	

achieving	one´s	ends	by	deceit	or	evasion.	
36. cupboard.	Noun:	a	piece	of	furniture	with	shelves	

to	store	food,	dishes,	or	other	things	
37. curly.	 Adjective:	 made	 or	 arranged	 in	 curls	 or	

curves.	
38. dessert.	Noun:	a	sweet	food	served	at	the	end	of	a	

meal	
39. dialogue.	 Noun:	 a	 conversation	 between	 two	 or	

more	people	
40. dining	 room.	 Noun:	 a	 room	 in	 a	 home	 or	 hotel	

where	meals	are	eaten	
41. ears.	Noun:	either	of	 the	 two	organs	of	 the	body	

used	for	hearing	
42. eclipse.	 Noun:	 an	 obscuring	 of	 light	 from	 one	

celestial	body	by	the	passage	of	another.	
43. eighth.	 Noun:	 the	 number	 that	 comes	 after	 7th	

and	 before	 9th	 in	 the	 sequence	 of	 ordinal	
numbers	

44. eleventh.	Noun:	the	number	that	comes	after	10th	
and	 before	 12th	 in	 the	 sequence	 of	 ordinal	
numbers	

45. erupt.	Verb:	to	send	out	rocks,	ash,	lava,	etc.,	in	a	
sudden	explosion.	

46. esteem.	Noun:	respect	and	admiration.	
47. every.	Adjective:	each	member	or	part	of	a	group	
48. except.	Preposition:	not	including;	other	than.	
49. exclaim.	 Verb:	 cry	 out	 suddenly	 in	 surprise,	

strong	emotion	or	pain.	
50. float.	Verb:	rest	or	move	on	or	near	the	surface;	in	

the	air	without	support.	
51. Florence:	Noun.	a	historic	city	in	Italy.	
52. foggy.	Adjective:	full	of	or	covered	by	fog	
53. following.	Adjective:	listed	or	shown	next	
54. fossils:	 Noun.	 Hardened	 bones	 or	 eggs	 of	 dead	

animals.	
55. free time. Phrase: Moment for leisure. 
56. growl.	 Verb:	 make	 a	 low	 guttural	 sound	 of	

hostility	in	the	throat.	
57. hatch.	 Noun:	 a	 small	 opening	 in	 a	 floor,	 wall	 or	

roof.	
58. headache.	Noun:	a	pain	in	the	head	
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59. hill.	Noun:	a	usually	rounded	area	of	 land	that	 is	
higher	 than	 the	 land	around	 it	but	 that	 is	not	 as	
high	as	a	mountain	

60. hint.	Noun:	 an	 indirect,	 partly	 hidden,	 or	 helpful	
suggestion;	clue.	

61. horseback.	Adverb:	to	mount	oneself	on	a	horse.	
62. hounds.	 Plural	 Noun:	 a	 dog	 or	 breed	 used	 for	

hunting	and	able	to	track	by	scent.	
63. Houston.	Noun:	a	popular	city	in	Texas,	USA.	
64. iced	tea.	Noun:	is	a	form	of	cold	tea,	a	drink	that	is	

made	 by	 soaking	 the	 dried	 leaves	 of	 a	 plant	 in	
water	

65. imagine.	 Verb:	 to	 think	 of	 or	 create	 (something	
that	is	not	real)	in	your	mind	

66. information.	Noun:	knowledge	or	facts	about	any	
thing	or	event	

67. inhale.	Verb:	to	breathe	in.		
68. inside.	Preposition:	on	the	inner	side	or	part	of	
69. invite.	Verb:	to	request	the	presence	or	

participation	of	in	a	kindly	or	courteous	way.	
70. involuntary.	 Adjective:	 done	 without	 will	 or	

conscious	control.	
71. jet.	Noun:	 	 an	 airplane	powered	by	 one	 or	more	

jet	engines	
72. kangaroo.	Noun:	a	plant-eating	animal	of	

Australia	and	nearby	islands,	that	jumps	with	
powerful	hind	legs,	and	carries	its	young	in	its	
pouch	

73. knit.	Verb.:	make	by	interlocking	loops	of	wool	or	
yarn	with	needles	or	on	a	machine.	

74. lion.	Noun:	a	large,	usually	yellowish-brown	
member	of	the	cat	family.	

75. lonely.	 Adjective:	 having	 or	 suffering	 from	 a	
depressing	feeling	caused	by	being	alone.	

76. looked.	Verb:	Past	tense	of	verb	to	look.	To	direct	
your	eyes	in	a	particular	direction	in	order	to	see.	

77. lowercase.	Noun:	having	as	its	typical	form	a,	b,	c	
rather	than	A,	B,	C;	smaller	than	its	corresponding	
capital	letter.	

78. mayonnaise.	 Noun:	 a	 thick,	 white	 sauce	 used	
especially	in	salads	and	on	sandwiches	and	made	
chiefly	of	eggs,	oil,	and	vinegar	or	lemon	juice	

79. menu.	Noun:	a	list	of	foods	served	at	a	restaurant	
80. money:	 Noun:	 the	 coins	 and	 bills	 issued	 by	 a	

country	to	buy	something	
81. month.	Noun:	 any	 of	 the	 12	 parts,	 as	 January	 or	

February,	into	which	the	calendar	year	is	divided.	
82. mucus.	 Noun:	 a	 slimy	 substance	 secreted	 by	

glands	of	animals	for	protection.	Most	commonly	
found	in	humans	at	the	nose.	

83. necessary.	Adj.	Needed	

84. next.	 Adjective:	 coming	 after	 this	 one,	 coming	
after	the	one	that	just	came,	happened,	etc.	

85. nineteen.	Noun:	 the	number	 that	 comes	after	18	
and	 before	 20	 in	 the	 sequence	 of	 cardinal	
numbers	

86. notice.	Verb:	see	or	observe	
87. nurse.	 Noun:	 a	 person	 whose	 job	 is	 to	 care	 for	

sick	and	injured	people	
88. oatmeal.	 Noun:	 a	 hot	 cereal	made	 from	meal	 or	

flakes	of	oats	
89. obligation.	 Noun:	 something	 that	 a	 person	 feels	

morally	or	legally	bound	to	do	
90. occasion.	Noun:	a	particular	event	or	time.	
91. often.	Adverb:	at	frequent	times	
92. outback.	 noun.:	 the	 remote	 and	 usually	

uninhabited	inland	districts	of	Australia.		
93. palace.	Noun:	the	place	that	is	the	official	home	of	

a	king,	queen,	or	other	high-ranking	person	
94. parrots.	 Noun.	 Colorful	 birds	 that	 can	 talk	 like	

humans.	
95. participate.	Verb:	to	take	part	or	have	a	share,	as	

with	others	
96. peek.	Verb:	look	quickly	or	furtively.	
97. perseverance.	 Noun:	 persistence	 in	 doing	

something	despite	difficulty	or	delay	in	achieving	
success.	

98. ping-pong.	 Noun:	 the	 trademark	 name	 for	 the	
game	of	table	tennis	(ping	pong,	accepted).	

99. popcorn.	 Noun:	 small	 pieces	 of	 corn	 that	 open	
when	cooked	and	can	be	eaten	

100. post.	Verb:	to	attach	to	a	wall	or	other	surface	
101. practicing.	Verb:	gerund	form	of	verb	to	practice.	

To	 do	 something	 again	 and	 again	 in	 order	 to	
become	better	at	it	

102. Predict.	Verb:	say	to	estimate	what	will	happen	in	
the	future.	

103. prepare.	 Verb:	 to	 put	 in	 proper	 condition	 or	
readiness	

104. pronunciation.	Noun.	The	act	or	manner	of	saying	
the	sounds	of	words.	

105. pumpkin.	Noun:	 a	 large,	 round,	 orange	 fruit	 that	
has	 a	 thick	 inside	 pulp	 that	 can	 be	 eaten.	
Pumpkins	grow	on	vines	

106. quickly.	Adverb:	with	speed;	rapidly;	very	soon.	
107. raincoat.	Noun:	a	coat	that	you	wear	when	it	rains	

in	order	to	stay	dry	
108. recipe.	Noun:	 a	 set	 of	 instructions	 for	making	or	

preparing	something,	esp.	a	food	dish.	
109. registration	form:	Noun.	Paper,	document	to	sign	

up	or	register	for	something.	
110. rumor.	 Noun:	 a	 currently	 circulating	 story	 of	

uncertain	or	doubtful	truth.	
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111. runner.	 Noun:	 a	 person	 who	 runs	 as	 part	 of	 a	
sport,	for	exercise,	or	in	a	race.	

112. salad.	Noun:	 a	mixture	 of	 raw	vegetables	 served	
with	dressing	

113. scarf.	 Noun:	 a	 long	 piece	 of	 cloth	 that	 is	 worn	
around	your	neck	

114. seashore.	 Noun.	 The	 portion	 of	 land	 next	 to	 the	
sea.	

115. season.	Noun:	one	of	the	four	main	periods	of	the	
year.	

116. shopping.	 Noun:	 the	 activity	 of	 looking	 for	 and	
buying	goods	in	a	store	

117. slices.	Noun:	a	thin	piece	of	 food	that	 is	cut	 from	
something	larger	

118. slowly.	Adverb:	in	a	slow	manner;	not	quickly	
119. somersault.	Verb:	an	acrobatic	move	in	which	a	

person	turns	head	over	heels.	
120. spread.	 Verb:	 to	 open,	 arrange,	 or	 place	

(something)	over	a	large	area	
121. startle.	Verb:	to	cause	the	feeling	of	sudden	shock	

or	alarm.	
122. stomachache.	 Noun:	 pain	 in	 the	 stomach	 or	

abdomen	
123. store.	Noun:	a	building	or	other	place	where	you	

can	buy	things	
124. story.	 Noun:	 a	 description	 of	 how	 something	

happened	
125. stubborn.	 Adjective:	 having	 or	 showing	

determination	 not	 to	 change	 one´s	 attitude	 or	
position	on	something.	

126. subway.	 Noun:	 a	 train	 in	 a	 city	 that	 carries	
passengers	and	travels	under	the	ground	

127. supermarket.	 Noun:	 a	 large	 store	 that	 carries	 a	
wide	variety	of	food	and	things	for	the	home	

128. surface.	Noun:	the	outside	part	of	something.	
129. surrounding.	 Adjective:	 all	 around	 a	 particular	

thing	or	place.	
130. sweater.	 Noun:	 a	warm	 usually	 knitted	 piece	 of	

clothing	for	the	upper	part	of	your	body	
131. tallest.	 Adjective:	 Superlative	 grade	 of	 tall.	

Greater	 in	 height	 than	 the	 average	 person,	
building,	etc.	

132. tea.	 Noun:	 a	 drink	 that	 is	 made	 by	 soaking	 the	
dried	leaves	of	a	plant	in	water	

133. ten.	 Noun:	 the	 number	 that	 comes	 after	 9	 and	
before	11	in	the	sequence	of	cardinal	numbers	

134. terrible.	Adjective:	horrible,	awful.	
135. tickle.	 Verb:	 lightly	 touch	 or	 prod	 in	 a	 way	 that	

causes	 mild	 discomfort	 or	 itching	 and	 often	
laughter.		

136. towel.	Noun:	a	piece	of	soft	cloth	or	paper	used	to	
dry	the	face,	body,	dishes,	or	other	things	

137. train.	 Noun:	 a	 group	 of	 railroad	 cars	 connected	
together	 that	 carry	 people	 or	 things	 from	 one	
place	to	another.	

138. triumph.	Noun:	a	great	victory	or	achievement.		
139. tuna.	 Noun:	 a	 large	 sea	 fish	 caught	 for	 food	 and	

sport	
140. uncle.	Noun:	the	brother	of	one's	father	or	mother,	

or	the	husband	of	one's	aunt	
141. unpleasant:	Adj.	Not	nice.	
142. upstairs.	Adverb:	on	or	toward	an	upper	floor;	up	

the	stairs	
143. useful.	 Adjective:	 helping	 to	 do	 or	 achieve	

something	
144. usually.	 Adverb:	 ordinarily	 or	 most	 often;	

generally;	typically	
145. vegetable.	 Noun:	 any	 plant	 whose	 fruit,	 seeds,	

roots,	tubers,	bulbs,	stems,	leaves,	or	flower	parts	
are	used	as	food	

146. weekly:	Adv.	Once	a	week.	
147. whisker.	 Noun:	 a	 long	 hair	 or	 bristle	 growing	

from	the	face	or	many	mammals.	
148. white.	Noun:	the	color	of	snow	or	salt;	the	lightest	

color	
149. without.	 Preposition:	 not	 having	 or	 including	

(something)	
150. yes.	 Adverb:	 used	 to	 give	 a	 positive	 answer	 or	

reply	to	a	question,	request,	or	offer	
	

Sentences:	
	
1. across:	A	new	neighbor	just	moved	into	the	house	
across	the	street.	
2. angry:	Liz	was	angry	at	George	for	coming	late.	
3. animal	shelter:	Maria	adopted	a	dog	from	the	
animal	shelter.	
4. anniversary:	My	parents	are	celebrating	their	50th	
anniversary	of	being	married.	
5. ash:	The	city	was	covered	with	ash	from	the	
eruption.	
6. assignment:	Did	you	finish	the	math	assignment?	
7. astronaut:	Lance	Armstrong	was	the	first	
astronaut	to	walk	on	the	moon.	
8. aunt:	Aunt	Martha	is	mummy’s	sister.	
9. Australia:	Canberra	is	the	capital	of	Australia.	
10. automatically:	When	I	use	the	ATM,	the	money	
automatically	gets	taken	from	my	checking	account.	

11. backache:	I	have	a	terrible	backache.	
12. bathing	suit:	I	bought	a	new	bathing	suit	for	
swimming.	

13. bear:	I	spotted	a	bear	in	the	forest.	
14. began:	The	movie	began	at	6	p.m.	yesterday.	
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15. better:	This	TV	is	good,	but	that	one	is	better.	
16. blacksmith:	The	work	of	a	blacksmith	is	very	
dangerous	as	they	are	working	with	heavy	tools.	

17. blink:	You	must	blink	in	order	to	keep	your	eyes	
hydrated.	

18. blushing:	While	I	was	waiting	to	except	my	award,	
I	couldn´t	stop	myself	from	blushing	with	all	the	nice	
things	being	said	about	me.		

19. bounce:	The	ball	may	bounce	down	the	stairs.	
20. brag:	If	you	are	a	person	that	likes	to	brag,	you	
may	have	a	hard	time	making	friends.	

21. brave:	The	brave	pilot	flew	alone	through	the	
storm.	

22. burrow:	The	groundhog	burrows	himself	into	the	
ground	to	hibernate	for	the	winter.	

23. buy:	Will	you	remember	to	buy	the	tickets?	
24. capsule:	Many	schools	make	a	time	capsule	and	
put	in	typical	items	from	the	time	and	then	open	it	at	
their	10	year	high	school	reunion.	

25. card:	My	friend	sent	me	a	card	for	my	birthday.	
26. careful:	He	is	a	careful	driver.	
27. cellular:	They	live	in	an	isolated	area	where	there	
is	no	cellular	service	yet.	

28. chain:	He	put	his	dog	on	a	chain	outside.	
29. cheese:	Each	slice	of	cheese	has	a	square	shape.	
30. children:	The	children	are	in	the	park.	
31. church:	They	attend	church	every	Sunday.	
32. clutch:	He	clutched	to	his	bag	as	he	was	walking	
through	the	crowded	streets	so	no	one	would	steal	it.	

33. corner:	The	bank	is	on	the	corner	of	Madison	
Street	and	Washington	Avenue.	

34. cry:	The	baby	may	cry	very	loudly	
35. cunning:	He	gave	a	cunning	smile	as	she	tensed	up.	
36. cupboard:	Flour	is	in	the	cupboard.	
37. curly:	The	tail	on	a	pig	is	curly.	
38. dessert:	What	would	you	like	for	dessert,	cake	or	
ice	cream?	

39. dialogue	We	need	to	have	a	dialogue	about	the	
summer	plans.	

40. dining	room:	There	is	a	wool	carpet	in	the	dining	
room.	

41. ears:	Your	ears	are	reddish.	
42. eclipse:	The	lunar	eclipse	will	be	visible	from	
Europe	this	time	around.	

43. eighth:	Who	was	the	eighth	president?	
44. eleventh:	Today	is	the	eleventh.	
45. erupt:	The	volcano	will	erupt	in	a	few	weeks.	
46. esteem:	I	have	very	high	self	esteem	and	don´t	care	
what	others	think	about	me.	

47. every:	Every	seat	in	the	theater	was	taken.	
48. except:	We	go	to	school	everyday	except	for	
Saturdays	and	Sundays.	

49. exclaim:	The	kids	couldn’t	help	but	exclaim	when	
they	entered	the	amusement	park.			

50. float:	The	raft	is	floating	in	the	river.	
51. Florence:	The	Duomo	is	the	most	famous	tourist	
sight	in	Florence.	

52. foggy:	London	is	a	foggy	city.	
53. following:	For	further	information	see	the	
following	link.	

54. fossils:	Fossils	are	the	bones	or	eggs	of	dinosaurs.	
55. free	time:	Would	you	like	to	play	football	when	
you	have	some	free	time?	

56. growl:	Often	times	small	dogs	have	very	scary	
growls	that	make	them	seem	bigger	than	they	are.	

57. hatch:	You	can	lift	up	the	hatch	and	throw	the	
supplies	in	there.	

58. headache:	The	doctor	gave	me	pills	for	my	
headache.	

59. hill:	We	rode	our	bikes	up	and	down	the	hill.	
60. hint:	Give	me	a	hint	as	to	guess	the	riddle.	
61. horseback:	It´s	common	to	see	people	riding	
horseback	on	the	beaches	in	Mexico.		

62. hounds:	The	hounds	were	barking	very	loudly	all	
night	long	and	I	could	not	sleep.	

63. Houston:	My	best	friend	lives	in	Houston,	Texas.	
64. iced	tea:	I’d	like	a	cup	of	iced	tea	with	some	sugar.	
65. imagine:	Can	you	imagine	having	a	million	dollars?	
66. information:	The	newspaper	is	full	of	information.	
67. inhale:	You	must	remember	to	inhale	and	exhale	
slowly	when	you	are	feeling	nervous	because	it	will	
make	you	feel	calm.	

68. inside:	We	are	inside	the	circle.	
69. invite:	The	new	neighbors	invite	them	into	their	
home	happily.	

70. involuntary:	My	friend	involuntary	made	me	go	to	
the	party	that	I	did	not	want	to	go	to.	

71. jet:	They	flew	from	New	York	to	Chicago	by	jet.	
72. kangaroo:	Kangaroos	live	on	the	plains.	
73. knit:	My	grandma	likes	to	knot	hats	and	sweaters	
for	the	winter.	

74. lion:	Lions	roar	fiercely	in	the	jungle.	
75. lonely:	She	felt	lonely	and	without	friends.	
76. looked:	This	morning,	I	looked	out	the	window	to	
check	the	weather.	

77. lowercase:	Write	the	e-mail	in	lowercase	letters,	
not	in	capital	ones.	

78. mayonnaise:	I	like	classic	hot	dogs	with	ketchup	
and	mayonnaise.	

79. menu:	The	waiter	gave	a	menu	to	each	customer.	
80. money:	He	doesn't	have	a	lot	of	money	with	him.	
81. month:	If	this	month	is	July,	next	one	will	be	
August.	
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82. mucus:	He	had	mucus	dripping	from	his	nose	
because	he	was	very	sick.	

83. necessary:	It	is	necessary	to	study	to	pass	the	
exam.	

84. next:	I	get	off	the	bus	at	the	next	stop.	
85. nineteen:	He	got	a	job	when	he	was	nineteen.	
86. notice:	Did	you	notice	that	I	am	wearing	a	new	
shirt	today?	

87. nurse:	Linda	is	a	good	nurse;	she	helps	the	patients	
at	the	hospital.	

88. oatmeal:	I	love	oatmeal	cookies.	
89. obligation:	My	obligation	is	to	go	to	school.	
90. occasion:	I´m	going	to	dress	up	for	the	dance	
because	it	is	a	special	occasion.	

91. often:	Children	are	often	sick	in	the	first	year	of	
school.	

92. outback:	A	lot	of	people	have	on	their	bucket	list	a	
trip	to	the	outback	in	Australia.		

93. palace:	I	don’t	live	in	a	palace.	
94. parrots:	Parrots	like	to	fly	around	the	room	for	
exercise.	

95. participate:	It	is	very	important	to	participate	in	
class.	

96. peek:	I	had	a	peek	at	the	new	house	they	are	
building,	it´s	going	to	be	so	beautiful	when	it	is	
finished!	

97. perseverance:	Those	who	practice	erseverance	
and	hard	work	will	always	win	in	the	end.	

98. ping-pong:	I	enjoy	playing	ping-pong	but	I	like	
tennis	more	(ping	pong,	accepted).	

99. popcorn:	You	can	eat	popcorn	at	the	cinema.	
100. post:	We	will	post	signs	for	our	yard	sale	on	a	few	
telephone	poles.	

101. practicing:	He	is	practicing	4	hours	a	day.	
102. predict:	I	predict	that	this	time	next	year	I	will	be	
living	in	a	new	city.	

103. prepare:	The	general	will	prepare	his	troops	for	
the	attack.	

104. pronunciation:	His	pronunciation	when	speaking	
English	is	excellent.	

105. pumpkin:	Pumpkin	pie	is	eaten	in	the	US	at	
Thanksgiving.	

106. quickly:	Lizards	move	quickly.	
107. raincoat:	It’s	raining,	so	take	umbrella	or	raincoat.	
108. recipe:	The	recipe	for	the	cheesecake	is	very	easy.	
109. registration	form:	I	filled	out	the	registration	form	
with	my	personal	information	to	go	the	Spelling	Bee.	

110. rumor:	There	is	a	rumor	that	we	are	going	to	have	
a	pop	quiz	on	Thursday.	

111. runner:	The	runner	finished	in	fourth	position.	
112. salad:	This	salad	contains	lettuce,	tomato,	and	
carrots.	

113. scarf:	I	always	wear	a	scarf	in	winter.	
114. seashore:	There	were	beautiful	palm	trees	on	the	
seashore.	

115. season:	Winter	is	my	favorite	season.	
116. shopping:	We	went	shopping	with	our	family.	
117. slices:	I	like	hamburgers	with	2	slices	of	cheese.	
118. slowly:	The	cat	moved	slowly	toward	the	mouse.	
119. somersault:	It	is	very	impressive	how	many	
somersaults	gymnasts	can	do	at	once.	

120. spread:	The	fire	spread	very	quickly.	
121. startle:	In	order	to	not	startle	the	animals,	walk	
slowly	and	quietly	around	them.	

122. stomachache:	He	had	a	stomachache	after	eating	
too	much	chocolate.	

123. store:	We	have	a	clothing	store	close	to	home.	
124. story:	The	movie	is	based	on	a	true	story.	
125. stubborn:	I	can	be	very	stubborn	at	times	and	not	
want	to	change	my	opinion	even	when	I	know	I	am	
wrong.	

126. subway:	I	take	the	subway	to	work	every	morning.	
127. supermarket:	That	supermarket	has	very	good	
fruit.	

128. surface:	The	surface	of	the	marble	is	very	smooth. 	
129. surrounding:	The	guards	were	surrounding	the	
President	to	protect	him	as	they	walked	in	the	streets.	

130. sweater:	My	grandmother	gave	me	a	sweater	for	
my	birthday.		

131. tallest:	She	is	the	tallest	in	her	class.	
132. tea:	I’d	like	a	cup	of	tea	with	some	sugar.	
133. ten:	We	got	ten	fingers.	
134. terrible:	I’ve	got	a	terrible	headache.	
135. tickle:	My	friends	know	exactly	where	to	tickle	me	
to	make	me	laugh.	

136. towel:	He	stepped	out	of	the	shower	and	grabbed	a	
towel	to	dry	himself.	

137. train:	This	train	will	take	you	to	Manchester.	
138. triumph:	The	win	over	the	rival	sports	team	was	a	
big	triumph	for	the	entire	community.	

139. tuna:	I	love	tuna	sandwiches.	
140. uncle:	Uncle	Joe	is	my	father's	brother.	
141. unpleasant:	The	smell	of	dirty	feet	is	very	
unpleasant.	

142. upstairs:	Her	room	is	upstairs	
143. useful:	Learn	English	is	very	useful.	
144. usually:	I	usually	read	before	sleep.	
145. vegetable:	Eat	all	the	vegetables	on	your	plate.	
146. weekly:	I	go	dancing	weekly.	
147. whiskers:	My	cat	has	whiskers	that	are	very	long.	
148. white:	The	clouds	are	white	in	the	clear	blue	sky.	
149. without:	People	can't	live	without	food	and	water.	
150. yes:	Yes,	I	agree	with	your	point	of	view.	


